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Roo�ine Installation:
Which way should the bulbs point?

When hanging lights from the roo�ine, should the bulbs point up or point out?
This is a common question we get, and to be honest with you, there is no real correct answer as it is based on 

preference. You get a di�erent "look", depending on if the bulbs are pointing up or pointing out (at you).

Pointing out (at you)
Most Clips, when used "as is", when placed on your gutters will have the bulb pointing out.
This results in you looking at the Tip of the bulb, which is the brightest point on the bulb.

Pointing up
Some Clips when placed on your gutter will have the bulb point up.
This results in you looking at the side of the bulb, which allows you to see the shape of the bulb 

This is the way a professional installer would put the bulbs, as you can see the shape, which 
gives you a di�erent "look" than most homeowners would do themselves.

If you prefer the look of the bulbs pointing up, but cannot �nd a clip that is oriented this way, you can modify 
most clips to allow you to have the bulbs pointing up.

Modifying Clips 

Prior to modifying all of your clips, test 1 or 2 of them to make sure it will work. You will need to cut o� the back tab of the clip so it can be 
oriented di�erently on your gutter. The exact place you will need to cut will vary based on the gutters you have. Start by cutting just past the 
center of the clip, and then remove more as needed based on the size and thickness of your gutters. Once you have one cut where you need it, 
you can cut the rest of your clips the same.

Clip    Bulb Orentation Gutter    Bulb Orentation Shingle 
All-In-One Clip   Pointing Out - Modi�ed Clip will point Up   Pointing Up 
All-In-One Clip Plus   Pointing Out      Pointing Up 
LED All-In-One Clip   Pointing Out     Pointing Up 
Shingle Tab   N/A      Pointing Out 
Shingle Tab + Parapet Clip   Pointing Up - Surface Mounting Only   N/A 
Magnetic Clip (C7 or C9)  Bulb can be orientated either way   N/A 
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